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Abstract

Purpose

The paper aims to help enterprises gain valuable knowledge about big data implementation in practice and improve their information management ability, as they accumulate experience, to reuse or adapt the proposed method to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage.

Design/Methodology/Approach

Guided by the theory of Technological Frames of Reference (TFR) and Transaction Cost Theory (TCT), this paper describes a real-world case study in the banking industry to explain how to help enterprises leverage big data analytics for changes. Through close integration with bank’s daily operations and strategic planning, the case study shows how the analytics team frame the challenge and analyze the data with two analytic models - customer segmentation (unsupervised) and product affinity prediction (supervised), to initiate the adoption of big data analytics in precise marketing.

Findings

The study reported relevant findings from a longitudinal data analysis and identified some key success factors. First, non-technical factors, for example intuitive analytics results, appropriate evaluation baseline, multiple-wave implementation, and selection of marketing channels critically influence big data implementation progress in organizations. Second, a successful campaign also relies on technical factors. For example, the clustering analytics could promote customers’ response rates, and the product affinity prediction model could boost efficient transaction and lower time costs.

Originality/Value

For theoretical contribution, this paper verified that the outstanding characteristics of online mutual fund platforms brought up by Nagle, Seamans, & Tadelis (2010) could not guarantee organizations' competitive advantages from the aspect of TCT.
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1. Introduction

Big data analytics has received increasing attention in organizations especially financial institutions in the last few years. As the set of techniques that is being used to discover hidden knowledge and customer value, big data analytics has the potential to enable financial institutions to reap many benefits including increased earnings and reduced fraud losses (Naveira et al., 2018). However, there are challenges to successful use of big data analytics in the banking industry, including cost consideration and lack of required human resources and skills (Raguseo, 2018). In addition, traditional banks face competitions from highly digitalized companies, such as online mutual fund and online insurance platforms. These companies have adopted big data analytics heavily for marketing. Many banks have yet to realize the full potential of leveraging big data analytics to improve returns from their decision processes and business operations (Naveira et al., 2018). Mikalef et al. (2019) reported that managerial skills are critical for gaining values
from big data analytics as data resources and technical skills are. Currently, many banks are not familiar with successful practices in terms of how to successfully apply big data analytics deeply into their culture, decision processes, and business operations.

This paper aims to help enterprises better leverage big data analytics for improving information management, operation and decision making. After all, the value of big data analytics depends on whether the insight generated by big data analytics can help improve firm operation or performance. As some personal or organizational factors may obstruct effective implementation of big data analytics in organizations, it is better to follow well-defined methodology or practices for implementation (Mikalef et al., 2019). Similar to other published case studies in organizations or governments such as Dolci et al. (2014) and Jones (2012), this paper discusses a real-world case study in an Asian bank – from planning to implementation – and observes related impacts over a longer period. The overarching research question for our study is: How can big data analytics be effectively adopted to help banks improve performance?

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. The second section provides a brief literature review about the Technological Frames of Reference (TFR), Transaction Cost Theory (TCT), adoption of big data analytics, and characteristics of big data analytics in the banking industry. Section 3 describes a case study and the related findings. Section 4 discusses the theoretical and practical implications. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Theoretical Foundations

Orlikowski and Gash (1994) propose TFR as a theoretic approach to study interpretation related to IT in organizations. The approach defined technological frames as the knowledge and expectations that guide actors’ interpretations and actions related to IT. They further stated that social groups have shared frames and that differences in these groups’ frames can inhibit effective deployment of a technology (Davidson, 2006). Organization members make sense of information technologies in different ways, which could influence their actions related to IT. Thus, it could be ineffective for achieving desired benefits when various groups in the organization have incongruent frames and interpret technology and related communication differently. Prior studies indicate that incongruence between frames could cause issues in technology implementation projects (Orlikowski & Gash 1994) as well as skepticism toward the adoption of new and better technology (Davis & Hufnagel 2007).

TCT (Williamson, 1975, 1985) suggests that the optimum organizational structure is the one that achieves economic efficiency by minimizing the costs of exchange. Williamson defined transaction costs broadly as the costs of running the economic system of companies. Thus, cost is the primary determinant of a decision. Transaction cost theorists suggest that the total cost acquired by a firm can be grouped into two major components: (1) transaction costs and (2) production costs. Transaction costs, often known as coordination costs, are defined as the costs of “all the information processing necessary to coordinate the work of people and machines that perform the primary processes”, whereas production costs include the costs incurred from “the physical or other primary processes necessary to create and distribute the goods or services being produced” (Klimis, 2007). When making “make-or-buy” decisions, decision makers must weigh up the production and transaction costs associated with implementing a transaction, such as in-house production versus outsourcing (Aubert & Weber, 2001).

Williamson (1985) discussed factors which might increase transaction costs. The factors include bounded rationality, opportunism, uncertainty and complexity, small number transaction, information asymmetry, and atmosphere. In addition, asset specificity, uncertainty, and frequency might also influence transaction cost. Heide (1994) defined asset specificity as the investments in physical or human assets that are devoted to a business partner and whose redeployment involves considerable switching costs. Uncertainty refers to the level of uncertainty associated with a transaction which especially associates with human’s inability in solving complex problems. Transaction frequency refers to the frequency with which transactions recur (Williamson, 1985).

2.2. The Adoption of Big Data Analytics

While many companies realize that adopting big data analytics for decision making or value creation is beneficial (Shirazi & Mohammadi, 2019), not all industries and organizations had implemented successful big data projects. Raguseo (2018) noted several concerns, such as security and privacy issues, problems in managing large data size,
lack of expertise and experience, and organizational resistance, have hindered many companies’ adoption of big data analytics. Sanader & Maroko (2017) believe that the use of big data analytics is critical in the banking industry, but banks face many non-technical challenges.

First, two general types of administrators or staffs can be found in the data analytics adoption. One tends to believe “personal big data rules” (derived from personal experiences) rather than machine-generated rules (Alles, 2015). The other regards “big data analytics” as an omnipotent pill with many unrealistic impressions (Michael & Lupton, 2016). The alleviation of possible negative effects from these types of administrators/staffs and ways to recognize the marketing organization are also key success factors.

Second, a successful technology adoption implementation involves consensus from top to bottom, along with the design of business processes, and the offering of appropriate incentives. Relying on experienced data scientists alone cannot ensure high profitable outcomes. Prior studies often focus on the technology aspect of data analytics (Elzamly et al., 2016; Srinivasan & Kamalakannan, 2018), there is not much discussion about ways in which a successful implementation of big data analytics can be achieved.

Third, big data methods still face some challenges to deal with a massive dataset with high dimensionality and to generate useful results without the appropriate variable selection process of dimension reduction (Sivarajah et al., 2017). As sophisticated analytic methods become more popular, the generated results can be difficult for people without professional training to understand. Therefore, the generation of easy-to-interpret results is crucial for successful decision-making support (De Laat, 2018).

Furthermore, Baker (2012) suggests that the technological, organizational, and environmental contexts are key successful factors for organizations. However, most studies have only outlined the adoption principles. Organizations who are new to big data analytics can find it hard to know where or how to begin. In the banking industry, two highly relevant areas related to big data analytics are precise marketing and risk management (Chedrawi et al., 2020). Compared with risk management which has been the core of the banking industry, precision marketing is relatively new to the banking industry.

Since big data analytics is complicated and often involves multiple business units, a feasible idea is to start with a smaller big data analytics project by identifying specific, high-value opportunities with big return. Sivarajah et al. (2017) suggested implementing big data analysis in sequence.

### 2.3. Characteristics of Big Data Analytics in the Banking Industry

Banks store a lot of business, transaction, and customer data. The quality of data in banking is better than many industries, because customers are required to provide correct and detailed personal information. A bank tracks every transaction of each customer’s accounts, along with the customer’s credit history, credit card transactions, and behaviors performed in online and in-person channels. Therefore, the challenge for the banking industry is the issue of high-dimensionality, rather than the high volume of data flow in e-commerce (Ngai, Xiu, & Chau, 2009).

Customer clustering is a popular analytics method used in the banking industry (Hendalianpour et al, 2017). The high dimension issue can make the analysis and interpretation operationally difficult (Marshall, Tang, & Milne, 2010). Ma, Baer, & Chakraborty (2015) noted that customer clustering can be a challenge when the sample size is large with assorted data issues. Their experiment included 30,000 customers but ended up with a higher density of observations near the global center of population; it classified about 50% of the customers into a single cluster. In addition, although there are different clustering methods for high-dimensional data (Esmín, Coelho, & Matwin, 2015), the analytics results might be still challenging for end-users to fully understand and interpret the results. Without easy-to-understand and meaningful analytics results, it will be difficult for data scientists to promote the analytics model and maximize the outcomes.

It is not easy to correctly evaluate the effects of big data analytics. A/B testing and baseline comparison are often used for big data analytics measurement. However, since operations are ongoing, it can be hard to define an appropriate baseline. Revenue generation and response rate are two common indicators for performance measurement (Maiste, 2018). However, a high response rate is not necessarily equal to a high monetary return.
2.4. A Proposed Framework for Big Data Analytics in Organizations

In the banking industry, the IT department is a crucial business unit for maintaining daily operations, generating managerial reports for decision making, and evaluating new technologies. However, the IT department’s contributions are often underestimated because their contributions are hard to be quantified in monetary numbers. Therefore, many IT department hope to highlight their contributions by adopting the big data analytics. The operations department also hopes to identify new sales opportunities. The finance department primarily expects to reduce risks by reducing the scale of implementation. The management aims to increase revenues and positive visibility in news or media. Therefore, a big data analytics project is often shaped by different parties, making it challenging to achieve the desired outcomes and benefits. Based on the aforementioned theoretical foundations, we came up with the following framework to guide and analyze the case study:

![Framework](https://example.com/framework)

**Figure 1.** A framework to guide the implementation of big data analytics in organizations

Overall, organizations will need to do needs assessment first to identify needs, opportunities, or gaps. If the answer is positive, organizations will create roadmap for implementing big data analytics. The desired outcome is realization of various benefits including gaining business values (e.g. more earnings) and strategic insights for different managerial levels, increasing visibility, reducing risks, and making better prediction. Studies show that numerous technology projects failed due to various personal, management, organizational and other contextual factors (Yeoh & Koronios, 2010). Thus, the TCT will be used to analyze individual tractions or activities with the aim to optimize the governance or organizational structure to achieve economic efficiency by minimizing the costs involved. The TFR will be used to address conflicts and skepticism among various groups in the organization on the implementation and adoption.

3. Case Study

The case study describes how a commercial bank in Taiwan adopted big data analytics in Customer Relationship Management to achieve their mission and goals. Using the proposed framework in figure 1, we framed the case study into the need assessment, the analytics process, and the management process.

3.1. Needs Assessment

In this case study, we tried to deeply understand the challenges of a top-five bank (referred to as “A-bank”, hereafter) in Asia with a population of about twenty-three million. This bank is ranked as one of the top 250 banks worldwide with more than 100 branches, 30-plus overseas branches/representative offices, and over 6,000 domestic employees. Overall, A-bank’s strength is in Corporate Finance, especially in Small and Medium-sized Enterprise (SME) loans. Compared to other top-tier commercial banks, A-bank’s personal finance business is weaker. In 2015, A-bank set up its division of digital banking, through organization reengineering, to declare its ambitions in the field of FinTech.
A workshop was led by an external consulting team to initiate the cognitive process which involves the top-tier administrators and administrators of business units. The cognitive process is designed to identify potential weaknesses of personal finance for revenue improvement. Contextual analyses were conducted to facilitate related discussions. Two contextual challenges were well discussed during the workshop. First, in the past, the wealth management advisors across all branches would oversell the same group of high-end customers. This strategy meant that 90% of the revenues in the personal finance sector were contributed by only 10% of customers; this is significantly higher than the 80/20 principle. Second, as Figure 2 shows, there is a relationship between the average numbers of product holding and the bank customers’ average ages. The results indicate a positive relationship between these two variables. However, the average number of products held reaches its height when customers are in the range of 51–60 years old (the average number of products held is 1.74). After the peak, the number drops significantly, since most of the customers are retired or are getting ready to retire after 60 years old. If those customers are on the receiving end of the same marketing strategy that is used to oversell the high-end customers, they might find it annoying. In addition, the revenue basis will outflow, as these customers age further. Below summarizes the strategies generated from the workshop.

The top-tier administrators adopted external consultants’ suggestion to initiate a big data analytics project and provide necessary managerial efforts for successful implementation. The corresponding strategies include:

- All marketing campaigns should be shifted from the product-centered to customer-centered. Therefore, the analytics results should recommend products based on personal preferences.
- The analytics results can provide an overview of all customers for developing personalized CRM strategies and tracking their effectiveness.
- The analytics results can be applied to all product lines of personal finance.
- The analytics results can identify new potential customers without overselling the same groups of customers.

After numerous meetings, the external consultant proposed two solutions: 1) construct the customer segmentation to support strategic planning and decision makings in CRM; 2) construct the product affinity model for a personalized product recommendation. These two solutions not only aim to provide personalized financial services in personal banking, but also aim to increase the revenue base by stimulating inactive or by adding new customers.

![Average number of products held](image)

**Figure 2. Relationship between age and product holding**
3.2. Analytics Process

3.2.1. Customer Clustering Analysis

The customer clustering analysis is usually the first CRM model used in the banking industry. It provides an overview of all customers by classifying customers based on attribute similarities (Collica, 2017). However, it is hard to obtain good clustering results when you have over 2.5 million customers and over 700 potential (the long list) variables for a clustering analysis. A clustering analysis with a large sample size and many variables will encounter two issues. The first is the curse of dimensionality (Keogh & Mueen, 2017), which is a common challenge in the field of big data analytics, and the second is that there is often a high density of observations near the global mean (Khandare & Alvi, 2016). To solve these problems, as well as to make the data easier for bank staffs to interpret, the external consultant proposed a two-stage clustering approach that aimed to generate clusters that are both useful and meaningful.

The first stage is called strategic clustering. It aims to generate clusters at the macro-level for strategic planning. In practice, whether the clustering model can generate stable and reproducible results is crucial for successful implementation (Melchiotti et al., 2017). The average silhouette was adopted as the stability indicator for model selection (Dudek, 2020). In addition, the final model was selected with two more criteria: (1) major characteristics of individual clusters should be intuitive to users and highly connected with financial products, and (2) the administrators can easily evaluate marketing efforts every six months by observing customer movements among clusters. Because of the above considerations, Customers’ Assets Under Management (AUM) and Customer’s Contributions were selected for the strategic clustering. AUM represents a customer’s all product holdings of personal banking in monetary values. Customer’s Contributions represent the summary of contributions from a customer’s personal banking products (Haenlein, Kaplan, &Beeser, 2007). The combination of these two variables was intuitive to bankers. More important, because individual personal banking products has its own unique characteristics in terms of AUM and contributions, conducting clustering analysis with these two dimensions can generate clusters with distinctive product holding portfolios. After clusters were generated, additional fifty variables in customer profiles, product holdings, product account activities, Know Your Customer (KYC), and channel preferences were selected to identify unique characteristics of individual clusters for result interpretation. Other variables on the long list were excluded due to either different levels of collinearity or being redundant in the result interpretation (Sambandam, 2003).

Because the size of each cluster is still too large for the actual campaign activities, the results are suitable for strategic planning and CRM impact observations. The second stage is called the operational clustering analysis. The analysis further classified Stage 1 clusters into smaller clusters for use in actual marketing or CRM activities. After the first round of clustering analysis, the size of the individual clusters was about 20 thousand to 50 thousand customers. This size was manageable and could be further classified into smaller clusters by incorporating more variables.

The first stage of the cluster analysis incorporated two clustering and 50 interpretation variables. The second stage incorporated 20 clustering variables in product holdings and account activities and 30 interpretation variables in customer profiles, KYC, and channel preferences. Unique characteristics of individual clusters were identified via techniques of cluster profiling (Seth, 2021). The process mainly identified variables that differentiate individual clusters from other clusters. The cluster labels of the target cluster (the one to be profiled) and the rest of clusters were recoded into 1 and 0 respectively. Key variables that best differentiate the target cluster from others were ranked by feature importance generated by Random Forest algorithm (Alghofaili, 2020). In addition to key differentiation variables, basic statistics, such as mean, median, ranking for numerical variables and mode, ratio, and ranking for categorical variables were generated on all clustering and interpretation variables (Seth, 2021). An external consultant guided the cluster naming and interpretation process with all administrators of business units in personal finance division. Table 1 only lists simple descriptions which is summarized from the unique characteristics of the strategic and operational clusters.
Table 1. Descriptions of Strategic and Operational Clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic (in bold format) and Operational Clusters (in bullet point format)</th>
<th>Unique characteristics</th>
<th>AUM ranking</th>
<th>Contribution ranking</th>
<th>Population size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elite VIP</td>
<td>VIP customers of A-bank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● High-end elite VIP</td>
<td>Highest customer value</td>
<td>1-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Aggressive Elite VIP</td>
<td>Preferred high risk/high return products.</td>
<td>1-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Conservative Elite VIP</td>
<td>Preferred low risk/stable return products.</td>
<td>1-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired VIP</td>
<td>Older VIP customers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Aggressive Retired VIP</td>
<td>Preferred high risk/high return products.</td>
<td>2-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Conservative Retired VIP</td>
<td>Preferred low risk/stable return products.</td>
<td>2-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Foreign Asset Retired VIP</td>
<td>Preferred products settled in foreign currency</td>
<td>2-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1-2nd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential VIP</td>
<td>Customers with potentials to be Elite VIP</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Aggressive Potential VIP</td>
<td>Preferred high risk/high return products.</td>
<td>3-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Conservative Potential VIP</td>
<td>Preferred low risk/stable return products.</td>
<td>3-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Foreign Asset Potential VIP</td>
<td>Preferred products settled in foreign currency</td>
<td>3-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-Class Mortgage</td>
<td>Middle-class customers with mortgage and personal loan.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Mortgage only middle-class</td>
<td>All customers with mortgage(s)</td>
<td>5-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5-2&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Mortgage and personal loan Middle-Class</td>
<td>All customers with mortgage(s) and personal loan(s)</td>
<td>5-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.2. The Product Affinity Prediction Model

Product affinity was defined by “a natural liking between customers and the different products they buy” (Baer & Chakraborty, 2013). Product affinity prediction has been widely adopted in the retail and e-commerce industries (Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan, & Riedl, 2000). The purpose of product affinity prediction is to predict customers’ product preference for personalized product recommendations. A-bank’s product affinity model assumed a customer's purchase decision is influenced by the customer’s short-term and long-term product affinities (Guo, Cheng, Nie, Wang, Ma, & Kankanhalli, 2019). Long-term product affinity reflects a customer’s product preferences rooted in the heart. The assumption of a customer’s long-term product affinity can be tracked by the customer’s historical transaction records and product holdings (Guo et al., 2019). Short-term product affinity reflects customer’s product preferences as affected by others, such as recommendations from a wealth management advisor, from a friend or a relative, or from the media. The assumption of a customer’s short-term product affinity can be tracked by a customer's recent browsing behaviors (such as on A-bank’s websites) or new product transaction records (Guo et al., 2019). A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Mortgage and credit card</strong></th>
<th>All customers with mortgage(s) and credit card(s)</th>
<th>5-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>5-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>5-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle-class.</strong></td>
<td>Money Demanded</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower-income customers with mortgage and personal loan</td>
<td>6-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All customers with mortgage(s)</td>
<td>6-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All customers mortgage(s) and personal loan(s)</td>
<td>6-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All customers with mortgage and credit card</td>
<td>6-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower-middle customer looking for asset accumulation</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferred high risk/high return</td>
<td>4-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferred low risk/stable return products.</td>
<td>4-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferred products settled in foreign currency</td>
<td>4-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low interaction customers with the A-bank.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferred products settled in foreign currency</td>
<td>7-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers with credit cards only</td>
<td>7-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7-2&lt;sup&gt;nd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers with a very low frequency of interaction with A-bank</td>
<td>7-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7-3&lt;sup&gt;rd&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>7-1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
customer’s short-term product affinity might turn into long-term affinity with good outcomes (such as positive investment returns). Conversely, a customer’s long-term product affinity might turn into short-term affinity with a bad outcome (such as a negative investment outcome).

Recency, Frequency, and Monetary (RFM) (Bult & Wansbeek, 2005)—were widely used as the target variable in product affinity prediction (Chen, Kuo, Wu, & Tang, 2009). It was used to calculate individual customers’ long-term affinity scores toward the seven major personal finance products in A-bank, including mutual funds, insurance, credit cards, gold, foreign currency savings accounts, foreign currency certificates of deposit, and personal loans. Individual products’ recency was defined as the period (in months) since a customer’s last purchase; frequency, as the number of purchases made within the last 12 months; and monetary, as the amount of money that a customer spent within the last 12 months. Each of customers in the dataset has seven RFM scores which reflects the customer’s product affinity toward seven personal finance products. The RFM scores weights of R, F, and M were based on the correlations between individual products’ R, F, and M and customers’ repurchase behaviors on the corresponding product within the last twelve months (Cho, Moon, Jeong, Oh, & Ryu, 2014). The RFM scores were then used as the target variable, along with other 163 input variables, to construct the predictive models. The input variables included customer’s profiles, historical account activities, product holdings, and statistics of investment returns. The model predicted customers’ affinity scores on the seven personal financial products. Each of the products has one predictive model which was selected via model competition. The best model was selected from—Random Forest, XG Boosting, and Deep Neural Network—by the lowest mean squared errors in the validation dataset. That means each of customers has seven predicted RFM scores. Then the predicted scores could be sorted, to identify the top three preferred products of each individual customer.

Short-term affinity considered each customer’s recent online behaviors on A-bank’s websites, including both the desktop and the mobile app versions of the websites. The basic concept is like the long-term affinity model. However, the input variables were derived from customers’ browsing frequencies and the target variables were products’ RFM scores of the recent six months. The short-term product affinity might have squeezed out the top three product affinity if any predicted scores of short-term product affinity was higher than the top three long-term product affinities.

3.3. Management Process

To advocate the necessary change management in banks to successfully leverage big data analytics, we propose the following framework and discuss strategies for changes.

3.3.1. The Framework of the Automatic Omni-Channel Implementation

Figure 3 shows the framework of the automatic omni-channel implementation by combining the results of operational clustering and product affinity. First, all customers were labeled with the strategic cluster, the operational cluster, and the top three preferred products every month via autoscorer. These labels were synced with the following systems: (1) all websites; (2) the branch’s front desk system; (3) the bank’s call center; and (4) the wealth management system for VIP customers. Possible methods of interaction included inbound (customer self-initiated) or outbound (bank-initiated). Non-VIP customers mainly used the low-cost channels, such as websites and the branch’s front desk system, for interactions. For VIP customers, the major interaction channel became the bank’s wealth management advisors. A customer might receive personalized product recommendations while surfing on one of A-bank’s websites based on “clustering + product affinity” approach. When a customer reaches any A-bank branch’s front desk, the banker can offer personalized product recommendation as he/she retrieves customer’s account information from the front desk system. The banks can recommend products while dealing with the customer’s request. The same top three preferred product recommendations are stored in both the call-center and the wealth management systems. Either the call-center agent or the wealth management advisor can offer personalized recommendations when a customer calls in or walks in, or they can call out to customers who have the highest probability of buying specific financial products.
3.3.2. The Outbound Campaigns via Wealth Management Advisors

The practical model validations were implemented via the omni-channel marketing. Since some of the channels were only recently implemented, the authors chose to report the outbound campaigns conducted by the wealth management advisors. Table 4 shows the target customers, the model adopted for customer selection, the implementation duration, the number of branches involved, and the average response rate. The target financial products of these specific campaigns were mutual funds and insurance. The goal was to prove the effectiveness of personalized recommendation (to introduce the right products to the right person). Therefore, these campaigns did not provide any special offers to customers. In addition, the product affinity model scores customers based on their likelihood to purchase, so that marketing campaigns can be targeted towards those customers who will maximize the response rate. However, the division of personal finance wanted to prove that the response rate was triggered by the models, not by the customers who would respond positively with or without campaign activities. Therefore, in addition to the clustering and product affinity predictions, the target customers had to be zero mutual fund and insurance product holding or not having purchased these two products in the past six months. The total sales of the three waves were about 0.3 billion US dollars. These campaigns are briefly described below.

The first wave aimed to validate the effects of two-stage clustering. Therefore, the first wave only involved one third of the branches. These branches were selected because these branch managers volunteered to join the first-wave implementation. In the first round, the analytics team tested whether the wealth management advisors could activate conservative high AUM customers. Therefore, customers named Conservative Elite VIP, Conservative Retired VIP, and Foreign Asset Potential VIP were selected as the target customers. The historical campaign response rate was about 2.4% (baseline), and the response rate of the first wave was 3.1%. The leader of the Personal Finance Division was very happy with the results because: (1) the target customers were conservative customers, but the response rate was higher than the baseline, and (2) the campaign saved lots of time and effort for the wealth management advisors. However, the analytics team also found that the conservative customers accepted only low-risk products, like insurance.

Because of the bank’s successful experience during the first wave, all the branches were involved in the second wave, and both the clustering and the product affinity models were adopted in the customer selection. The results of the first wave indicated that conservative customers would accept insurance products only. Therefore, the selection of customers focused on the following operational clusters: Aggressive Elite VIP, Conservative Elite VIP, and Aggressive Retired VIP. The campaign was very successful, with a 4.9% response rate.

The third wave added two more operational clusters: Aggressive Potential VIP and Foreign Asset Potential VIP. The response rate increased to 6.5%.
Table 2. An overview of Practical Campaigns Using the Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Campaign</th>
<th>Target customers</th>
<th>Model adopted</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Branches</th>
<th>Campaign response rate (baseline is about 2.4%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Wave</td>
<td>All the customers were zero product holding or had not purchased any mutual fund and/or insurance in the last six months.</td>
<td>Model: Two-stage clustering Clusters: Conservative Elite VIP, Conservative Retired VIP, and Foreign Asset Potential VIP</td>
<td>Four months</td>
<td>1/3 branches</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Wave</td>
<td>Same as the first wave</td>
<td>Models: Two-stage clustering and Short-term &amp; long-term product affinity Clusters: Aggressive Elite VIP, Conservative Elite VIP, and Aggressive Retired VIP</td>
<td>Three months</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Wave</td>
<td>Same as the first wave</td>
<td>Models: Two-stage clustering and Short-term &amp; long-term product affinity Clusters: Aggressive Elite VIP, Conservative Elite VIP, Aggressive Retired VIP, Aggressive Potential VIP, and Foreign Asset Potential VIP</td>
<td>Three months</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 further compares the response rates and the rankings of total contributions by operational clusters in the first three waves of implementations. Because the first wave utilized the clustering analysis only and selected two conservative clusters as the target, the outcome was only 29% higher than the baseline. The rest of the two waves had 104% and 171% higher response rates, respectively, than the baseline, when incorporating aggressive customers. The results also show that the wealth management advisors and the personal finance division improved their practice via these campaigns, since response rates were higher than the previous wave within the same cluster. The results also show that high AUM customers (Elite VIP and retired VIP) made the highest total contributions, although the response rates might not be the highest.
Table 3. Comparing the response rates and rankings of total contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational cluster</th>
<th>First wave’s response rate (rankings of total contributions)</th>
<th>Second wave’s response rate (rankings of total contributions)</th>
<th>Third wave’s response rate (rankings of total contributions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive Elite VIP</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.4% (1st)</td>
<td>12.0% (2nd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative Elite VIP</td>
<td>2.3% (1st)</td>
<td>2.5% (2nd)</td>
<td>3.4% (1st)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive Retired VIP</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.2% (3rd)</td>
<td>10.4% (3rd)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative Retired VIP</td>
<td>1.7% (2nd)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive Potential VIP</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.1% (4th)</td>
<td>8.9% (5th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Asset Potential VIP</td>
<td>5.4% (3rd)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.3% (4th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall response rate (baseline: 2.4%)</td>
<td>3.1% (29% higher than the baseline)</td>
<td>4.9% (104% higher than the baseline)</td>
<td>6.5% (171% higher than the baseline)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the validation of the product affinity model with campaign results. The solid line illustrates the actual mutual fund response rate versus the predicted mutual fund affinity probability, and the dash line shows the actual insurance response rate versus the predicted insurance affinity probability. Basically, the results indicate that the product affinity model is fairly accurate, since the actual response rates align with the predicted probabilities. Because the response rates of insurance are significantly smaller (i.e., a smaller sample size), the dash line shows a similar trend to that of the mutual fund, but with some irregular peaks. Figure 4 also shows that the response rates of mutual fund are significantly higher than insurance, by four to five times.

![Figure 4. Response rate by product affinity probability](image-url)

The three waves of the campaign lasted for 10 months. The migration (by comparing a customer’s cluster label before and after campaign implementations) of strategic clusters could serve as evidence for examining and adjusting market strategies. Table 4 only lists the migrations of four major strategic clusters in the campaign implementations. Each of the clusters had an increase of customers from other clusters (migrating in) and had a loss to other clusters (migrating out). Here is the summary of the cluster migrations after the campaigns: (1) Elite VIP: The average AUM was even, but the average of contribution increased 1.4%. The major migrate-in and migrate-out cluster was Potential VIP. Because the migration in was larger than the migration out, the total number of Elite VIP increased 3.9%. (2) Retired VIP: The average AUM decreased 0.3% and the average contributions decreased by 0.6%. The largest migrate-in and
migrate-out clusters were Potential VIP and Elite VIP. Because the net migration was positive, the total number of Retired VIP increased 1.1%. (3) Potential VIP: The average AUM and contributed increased 0.7% and 3.7%, respectively. The major migrate-in and migrate-out clusters were Petite bourgeoisie and Elite VIP. However, due to the net migration being negative, the total number of Potential VIP decreased 2%. (4) Petite bourgeoisie: The average AUM and contribution increased by 7.2% and 4.1%, respectively. The largest migrate-in customers were new customers. The largest migrate-out cluster was Potential VIP. Due to the net migration being negative, the total number of customers decreased 7.7%.

Table 4. Migration of Strategic Clustering for Campaigns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic clusters</th>
<th>Average AUM</th>
<th>Average Contribution</th>
<th>Migrate out</th>
<th>Migrate in</th>
<th>Number of Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elite VIP</td>
<td>Even</td>
<td>+1.4%</td>
<td>Potential VIP</td>
<td>Potential VIP</td>
<td>+3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired VIP</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>-0.6%</td>
<td>Elite VIP</td>
<td>Potential VIP</td>
<td>+1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential VIP</td>
<td>+0.7%</td>
<td>+3.7%</td>
<td>Elite VIP</td>
<td>Petite bourgeoisie</td>
<td>-2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petite bourgeoisie</td>
<td>+7.2%</td>
<td>+4.1%</td>
<td>Potential VIP</td>
<td>New customers</td>
<td>-7.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3. Interview with Wealth Management Advisors

Five branches were selected in the first and the third wave implementations for interview. These branches were selected because their campaign performance was the highest or the lowest in first or the third waves. Four major questions guided the process of interview. The analytic team found wealth advisors interpreted the analytics results in their own ways. Low performing advisors interpreted the results from different perspectives and their implementation strategies were conflicted with the original implement plan. Table 5 below summarizes responses from high and low performing wealth management advisors. Some negative effects were found after interviewing the wealth management advisors. Most issues identified during the implementation were related to incongruences among different stakeholder groups and resistance toward change. Several strategies were adopted to alleviate the negative effects.
Table 5. Interview Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q1: How did you start the implementation when you received the list of potential customers?</th>
<th>High performers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Skimmed through the list of potential customers. Constructed a plan to deal with different scenarios when talked with the target customers (the third wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Started with the beginning of the list (the first &amp; the third waves).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Called at least three times if the customer did not answer the call (the first &amp; the third waves).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low performers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Skimmed through the list of potential customers. Constructed a plan to deal with different scenarios when talked with the target customers (the third wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Selected customers based their own experiences (the first wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Call at least three times if the customer did not answer the call (the third waves).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q2: Were there any difficulties encountered during the process of implementation?</th>
<th>High performers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Customers refused to take any solicitation calls. However, the situation is getting better after the first two waves (the third wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low performers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Without any rewards or promotions associated with the campaign, it is hard to start the conversations with the target customer. Especially, when the customer is new to the wealth management advisor (the first wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● The prediction is not accurate because the target customers with higher predicted probabilities did not respond the campaign (the first wave).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q3: Are there any additional supports needed to improve your performance next time?</th>
<th>High performers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● No, the analytics results were comprehensive and useful (the third wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low performers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Please limit the list to high-asset customers next time (the first wave).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q4: Are there any additional comments?</th>
<th>High performers:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● The approach assisted me to identify customers with high potentials. Saving me lots of time and efforts. I look forward to receiving more new customers to enlarge my customer basis (the third wave).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low performers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● Is there any system which allows me to create a list of potential customers on my own? (the first wave)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Discussion

4.1. Generalizable Explanations with TCT

With rapid digital transformation, it becomes unclear about the role of TCT in understanding when it is more efficient for a transaction between two parties to occur within the market or within an organization. In addition, it is unclear whether TCT can still explain the competitions between traditional companies and their online competitors.

Traditional banks face many challenges from companies including FinTech companies and online mutual fund platforms. There are currently three online mutual fund platforms in Taiwan. Nagle, Seamans, & Tadelis (2020) summarized three unique characteristics of digitally-mediated transactions: (1) the ability for a digitally mediated transaction to be free of charge, (2) the amount of private or personally identifiable data about parties that is conveyed either before or during the transaction, and (3) reputation mechanisms that are used to overcome information asymmetry. Online companies have become key players in many industries, such as media and retail industries. These online companies can provide cheaper or even free products and services than traditional companies and thus can acquire the majority of the market shares. However, online mutual fund platforms have not showed up as strong competitors for traditional banking industries in Taiwan. Comparing with other industries, the unique contexts in banking industry provide competitive advantages to lessen challenges from online mutual fund platforms.

The major “marketing hooks” for online mutual fund platforms are cheaper transaction fees and more choices of mutual fund products. However, Securities and Futures Institute (2018) found that 89.4% of respondents in Taiwan relied on wealth management advisors to suggest mutual fund products and when to buy and sell mutual funds. 91.7% of respondents selected the mutual fund performance as the most important factor when making investment related decisions. Only 46.9% of respondents felt that transaction fee is important. Most people hope to obtain professional consultation before making purchase decision. That means the major marketing hooks are becoming less attractive to customers.

The online mutual fund platforms reply on customer browsing behaviors to construct similar customer clustering model and product affinity models, similar to what traditional commercial banks do. However, Taiwan’s Financial Supervisory Committee has strict regulations to protect personal private information. Therefore, the online mutual fund platforms are limited to the use of personal private information for selling advertising or other services. Comparing with online mutual fund platforms, traditional banks track and store all customers’ information in personal finance. Traditional banks can still identify high value customers from their other product transactions or holdings, even these customers never had any mutual fund transactions.

Finally, unlike e-commerce companies, the reputation mechanism on the mutual fund platforms is not intuitive to customers. The most common reputation mechanism is a rating system with various indicators to evaluate performance of individual mutual fund products. Customers may be overwhelmed by numerous jargons and abbreviations. Although many mutual fund platforms provide free robot advisor services to monitor individual customers’ investment portfolios, only 59.3% of Taiwanese are interested in using online tools for wealth management (CITI bank, 2018). The percentage increased to 77.8% (on average; 80.7% for high-end customers) if they could discuss with wealth advisors before making their investment decisions.

Based on the TCT, if a customer has enough financial knowledge, they would select the online mutual fund platform for lower transaction cost. However, as most customers do not have sufficient financial knowledge or time to select mutual fund products or monitor personal portfolios, outsourcing to wealth management advisor is a common approach. Outsourcing is associated with different kinds of pre- and post-transaction costs, such as searching, contracting, monitoring, and adaption. When A-bank’s wealth management advisors contacted potential customers based on the models’ results, they also saved these customers’ searching cost at the same time. Due to the unique characteristics of financial products, the market share of personal wealth management is currently not dominated by FinTech companies.
4.2. The Adoption of Big Data Analytics

This case study enriches our understanding of the approach and factors that affect the implementation of big data analytics in banks. The proposed framework in figure 1 allows organizations to develop roadmaps for implementing big data analytics in their organizations and address concerns from stakeholders including various groups and practitioners. It highlights the importance of non-technical factors in influencing the implementation success of big data analytics in organizations.

The results of this exploratory case shed light on the implementation and adoption level of big data technologies in organizations. The results from the multi-wave implementations can be used to seed theory development for the dynamics of big data adoption, to identify the factors that affect the dynamics of big data implementation. As different stakeholders in the organizations engage in changing routines and processes enabled by big data analytics technology, inconsistencies and incongruences in stakeholders’ technological frames will be playing a role in the change process. Future studies could investigate multiple-wave implementations of the adoption of big data technologies on the impact of different stakeholders in different stages or settings.

The TCT can further explain implementation results of different stakeholders. From the perspective of A-bank, considering all the cost associated with data collection, private data protection, model construction, and model maintenance, the transaction (i.e. big data adoption) should occur within the organization, instead of outsourcing to an external big data service companies. However, since this is all new for A-bank, to lower the level of uncertainty, A-bank hired an external consultant to construct these models then internal IT and the analytic team are in charge of data collection, data protection, and model maintenance. The format of partial outsourcing is very common in the banking industry.

From the perspective of wealth management advisor, the campaigns replied on analytic results of customer clustering and product affinity prediction. These two models utilized data collected from the data warehouse to provide a holistic overview of the customers. The analytic results lowered wealth management advisor’s bounded rationality and task complexity. Customer clustering provides a convenient way for customer selection. The selected clusters for campaigns were customers who were regarded to generate higher short-term or long-term revenues. Product affinity prediction further decreased costs of uncertainty and task complexity. All wealth management advisors can develop personalized strategies based on the product affinity prediction to manage individual customers. After multiple-wave implementations, the information processing cost was further decreased when wealth management advisors got familiar with the whole process. The effect can be observed via the rising response rates across multiple waves.

From the perspective of customers, working with personalized wealth management advisor can lower customer’s search costs and time (Mooi & Ghosh, 2010). Because wealth management advisors presented each of campaign customers personalized recommendations based on product affinity prediction, the mechanism lowered time costs on both parties and boosted the chance of efficient transaction. However, the response rates in Table 3 show the importance of long-term relationship management. Millman and Wilson (1996) defined key customers as customers who fit the 80/20 rule. In the case study, the key customers are Elite VIP customers. Because these customers have recognized A-Bank’s CRM effort and benefits, wealth management advisors are easier to achieve efficient transactions with Elite VIP. From aspect of customer acquisition cost, the order from high to low is Petite bourgeoisie > Retired VIP > Potential VIP > Elite VIP. The migrations of strategic clusters after multiple-wave campaign shows customer’s perceived benefits might increase after more interactions occurred between customers and wealth management advisors. For example, Potential VIP might migrate to the Elite VIP, in terms of customer loyalty and revenue growth. However, if the customer’s perceived benefits were lower than the customer’s expectation, then the customer might migrate out.

4.3. Practical Implications

The above framework explains the roadmaps of the big data adoption and why customers accepted the personalized precision marketing. However, during the process of implementation, not all the results occurred as expected. First, the interview results showed that different people interpreted the analytic results differently and had different expectations. In the first wave, some wealth management advisors only contacted customers who were selected by personal experiences. The additional filtering mechanism increased difficulties on tracking the actual effects of the predictive models. Therefore, one major challenge is how to help decision makers better understand and interpret the
analytic results. Several strategies had been adopted to alleviate the negative impact. For example, the analytic team provided training to explain the models’ concepts and potential applications. The goal was to correct stakeholders’ perceptions and increase their confidence on big data analytics.

Second, some experienced wealth management advisors and administrators had doubt about the power of big data analytics. These advisors felt they can achieve the assigned KPI without data analytics. They also attributed the campaigns’ success to personal efforts instead of big data analytics. To alleviate negative effects, the analytic team provided stakeholders analytic results to demonstrate models’ effectiveness. In addition, a ceremony was conducted to recognize high performing wealth management advisors. These advisors were also asked to share their success strategies in the ceremony. According to TFR, IT-based projects may also exhibit frame incongruences between key stakeholder groups at various stages. It is likely to need long-term efforts to reconcile incongruences and help these advisors trust and adopt data analytics.

5. Recommendations for Big Data Analytics Implementation

5.1. The Generation of Meaningful Analysis Results

In most companies, the big data analytics team serves as support staff to provide analysis results for better management and decision making. The administrators and the marketing sales force can be the major hurdles of resistance in the process of reform, since they may not understand or trust the underlying techniques well and heavily rely on personal prior success experiences to make judgment or decisions (Crawford, 2013). It is essential to make the analysis of results meaningful to stakeholders. For example, in clustering analysis, the big data analytics team selected key variables for strategic clustering and presented the clustering analysis results with the dimensions of contribution and the AUM. It might not be the best modeling approach, but the results were very meaningful to the staff and other stakeholders involved in big data analytics-related discussions. Since there is no universal standard to evaluate practical value of clustering analysis, meaningful and actionable insights can be one of the most important goals. This is a practical contribution to the measurement of big data implementation outcomes in the banking industry.

Another important performance indicator is the response rate of the campaign implementation (Mirbagheri & Hejazinia, 2010). In this case study, the selection of customers was limited to customers who were zero product holding or had not purchased any mutual funds and/or insurance during the prior six months. Therefore, the incremental sales can be regarded as the models’ effectiveness. However, in other big data analytics projects, selecting an appropriate baseline to highlight the effectiveness of the model can sometimes be a tougher task than the analysis itself.

5.2. From Small-Scale to Large-Scale Implementation

Several studies have recommended smaller scale implementation to examine every internal and external key points in the implementation process (Sivarajah et al., 2017). The first wave of campaign implementation involved one third of the voluntary branches. Those branch managers can be considered as the early adopters. Because those branch managers volunteered to participate in the test run, the analytics team was sure that they would implement the campaign with their full efforts. Not only would these managers share their personal experiences with other branch managers, but the positive outcomes would serve as the best evidence to increase the confidence of other branch managers who has not participated in the first round. The multiple-wave implementations allowed all involved administrators to get familiar with related processes and to observe customers migrations among clusters (see Tables 3 and 4).

5.3. The Selection of Marketing Channels

Marketing cost is another important consideration in campaign implementation. Table 3 shows that the high response rate does not equal to high total contributions. That is why omni-channel is a cost-effective approach in campaign marketing. Low-cost channels, like websites and mobile app push ads, are suitable for low-profit margin products or customers (Li & Du, 2017), and wealth management advisors are reserved for high-profit generation customers (Lau, Chow, & Liu, 2004), although these customers might have significantly lower response rates. Moreover, the analytics team found that customers who visited corresponding web pages after an advisor’s introduction had the highest
response rate, across all the campaign clusters. Finally, long-term product affinity is rooted deeply in the past. When historical behaviors classified customers as conservative, the campaign results show that these customers accepted conservative products only (see Table 3).

6. Conclusions

Evidence-based practices are needed to guide banks and other types of organizations to implement big data analytics for enhancing their decision making and increasing their competitiveness. This case study demonstrates how the proposed framework in figure 1 can be used to guide the implementation of big data analytics projects and help organizations successfully address challenges in the context of leveraging big data analytics.

There are several limitations with this study. First, we only provided one in-depth case study for our research. More case studies or a large-scale survey study from multiple data sources should be done in the future to validate the findings. Secondly, our exploratory case study only reported cluster analysis and product affinity models. Future research should examine other big data analytics methods and make a comparative study to advance the theories and practices. Thirdly, this study reported some non-technical and technical factors for successful implementation of big data analytics projects in banks. More empirical research on critical success factors is recommended. In addition, future research can focus on the best practice of big data analytics for increasing customer values and leveraging marketing campaign.
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